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“Imagine the vanity of thinking that your enemy can do you more damage than your enmity.”
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Each child belongs to all of us and they will bring us a tomorrow in direct relation to the
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a lay community of Catholics and like minded friends, living in the north end of Hartford, working and praying for
an end to violence and poverty. We are a 501c3 tax exempt organization. We do not seek or accept state or federal
funding. Our ability to house the homeless, feed the hungry, and work with the children depends on contributions
from our readers. We can be reached at: 18 Clark St., Hartford CT 06120; (860) 724-7066, purplehousecw@gmail.
com and www.hartfordcatholicworker.org We are: Brian Kavanagh, Baby Beth Donovan, Joshua Collazo, Jacqueline, Ammon, and Christopher Allen-Douçot.
Don't the hours grow shorter as the
days go by
You never get to stop and open your
eyes
One day you're waiting for the sky to
fall
The next you're dazzled by the beauty
of it all

Seeking Lovers in a Dangerous Time

We’ve been called to love:
our neighbors, strangers, God,
and even our enemies. We’re not
sure that Jesus was encouraging
his followers to seek romance
from all relationships, or even
friendship with everyone we
encounter. Still, his command
to love is all encompassing and
unequivocal. The love he commands is agape. Agape is the
care for the spiritual and bodily
needs of all God’s children. The
Spiritual and Corporal Works of
Mercy are simple directions on
how to love. To love is to: feed
and forgive, house and heal,
comfort and liberate, teach and
pray, and at one’s end to respectfully bury.
About a century after the
Resurrection, St. Clement of Alexandria wrote: “The expression,
then, ‘I own something and I have
more than enough; why should I not
Psalm 81 Kreg Yingst
enjoy it?’ is not worthy of a human...
However, “I have something, why should I not share it with those in need?’ Such a one is
perfect, and fulfills the command: ‘Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself’”
And since each of us is a “Temple of the Holy Spirit”, to love a neighbor,
stranger, or enemy is precisely how we fulfill the command to love God.
We are far from perfect. Our practice of the Works of Mercy needs more
practice. Would you kindly join us? We are seeking lovers willing to:
YPrepare or help us prepare, a Saturday meal for 40
YOrganize collections of fresh fruits, vegetables and canned goods
YOrganize collections of personal hygiene items
YHelp us with the upkeep of the Green House and grounds
YOrganize a collection of Stop and Shop gift cards
YContribute $50 for after school snacks
YContribute $100 to help with a Saturday lunch
YContribute $200 to help a family keep the lights on
YContribute $300 to help a family keep the heat on
YContribute $500 to help a family remain in their home
YPray with us on the first Tuesday of the month
YPray for us.
Donations can be mailed to: HCW 26 Clark St. Hartford 06120
Inquiries can be sent to purplehousecw@gmail.com
Calls can be made to (860) 724-7066, no voice mail please.

When you're lovers in a dangerous
time
Lovers in a dangerous time

These fragile bodies of touch and taste
This vibrant skin—this hair like
lace
Spirits open to the thrust of grace
Never a breath you can afford to
waste
When you're lovers in a dangerous
time
Lovers in a dangerous time
When you're lovers in a dangerous
time
Lovers in a dangerous time
When you're lovers in a dangerous
time
Sometimes you're made to feel as if
your love's a crime—
But nothing worth having comes
without some kind of fight—
Got to kick at the darkness 'til it
bleeds daylight

When you're lovers in a dangerous
time
When you're lovers in a dangerous
time
And we're lovers in a dangerous time
Lovers in a dangerous time
Lovers in a dangerous time
Lovers in a dangerous time
Lovers in a dangerous time

-Bruce Cockburn

On Immigration and a God that Dances
Christopher J. Douçot

(ed. Note: “Marguerite” has asked that I
not use her given name.)
With a gentle breeze outside stripping the trees bare, a dry autumn
shower is all around. Leaves- yellow
and red, purple, tangerine,
and green swirl, waft, and
fall to the ground. Brittle
brown leaves from yesterday’s
shower skittle along the sidewalk. It was on a day like this
twenty something years ago
when we first met Marguerite
through our friend Pat H.
Pat was doing social work for
Weaver high school and asked
if we could take Marguerite
in. Marguerite was a high
school senior who had come
to Hartford from the Caribbean island of St. Lucia to
be with her mother after her
father had passed.
The home Marguerite
left was a corrugated tin,
one story structure without
indoor plumbing; among her
chores growing up was to
fetch buckets of water several times a day. Marguerite’s
mom had come to Hartford
for medical care that was not
available back home. She had
been sponsored by an older
daughter who had “permanent resident status” (aka
a Green Card). Marguerite
legally arrived in Hartford on
a tourist visa.
Marguerite was able to
have her tourist visa transformed
into a student visa which enabled her
to finish high school and enroll at
Capitol Community College. When
Marguerite’s mom received her Green
Card she sponsored Marguerite for
permanent status. Unfortunately, her
mom died before she received her
Green Card and so she was unable to
attend her mother’s funeral back in
St. Lucia for fear of not being able to
re-enter the U.S.
The stress of caring for her dying
mother, and being responsible for her
“baby” sister, was too much for Mar-

guerite’s older sister and so she ended
up with us. Thank God for that! Over
the ensuing years Marguerite has gone
from being a stranger and a guest, to
a member of the Hartford Catholic
Worker community and our daughter.

Psalm 43

Kreg Yingst

Marguerite is no “shrinking violet”.
Far from it. She is robust, ebullient,
assertive, joyful, and persistent. Let
me declare her a “magnificent marguerite”; the marguerite, a perennial
purple aster, is the national flower of
St. Lucia. Early in her stay with us a
pajama clad and under the weather
Marguerite was laying on a couch by
our wood stove when one of us attempted to roust her. Marguerite was
having none of that nonsense firmly
telling this person why she was in
her jammies curled up by the fire and
that she was not about to retreat to
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her admittedly cold room. A bit red in
the face, the chastiser come chastised
retreated to their cold room. And yet,
this fearless young woman was the
same young woman who was at first
afraid to go outside on Fall days like
today because she was terrified of the squirrels that are
forever scurry up and down
the odd asphalt siding on the
Purple House. There are no
squirrels on St. Lucia, and so
the sight of “rats with furry
tails” that could crawl up our
house and jump from tree
to tree unloosed nightmarish imaginings in Marguerite’s head- think: the flying
monkeys absconding with
Dorothy and Toto from the
Wizard of Oz, enough said.
Aside from my dad, I’ve
never met anyone who works
harder than Marguerite.
When she first moved in with
us she was a full time high
school student, she sang in
a church choir, and she was
braiding hair for spending
money; she even braided
Ammon’s hair into corn rows
when he was in grade school
because he wanted to be like
his best friend Yofi. At Capital Marguerite took classes to
become a Certified Nursing
Assistant (CNA). Marguerite
worked full time as a CNA
for twelve years in a nursing
home and at times traveling to care for older and/or
infirmed people in their homes.
Marguerite would clean people
when they had an uncontrolled bowel
movement, when they lost control of
their bladder, and when they vomited.
She helped people get out of bed and
steadied them as they moved about.
She bathed them, talked with them,
listened to them. In the most intimate
ways, Marguerite cared for grandparents and ill people when their families
were unable, or unwilling, to do so
themselves. According to Margue-

(Please see: God Dances, p4)

God Dances cont.
rite most of the people she cared for
were, by far, white. Marguerite also
told me that most of her colleagues
were immigrant women from the Caribbean. According to the CDC: 98%
of CNA’s are women, nearly
half are not white, and most
live below the poverty line.
When Marguerite was hired
her wage was $11.80/hour,
when she left it was $13.50/
hour.
Given the ways in which
white Americans, and Americans who are not impoverished, continue to segregate
themselves from the majority
of Americans, the relationship between a patient and a
CNA is often the first, and
only, meaningful relationship
that the typical white American will have with someone
who is not white and/or
impoverished.
In a 2020 report produced
by Rice University it is noted:
White Americans overwhelmingly
live in majority-white neighborhoods. When asked why they
live where they do, we find the
following:
1. Though often communicating
a preference for diversity, most
whites’ definitions of diversity are
quite limited — not more than
20% non-white — meaning that
even if their definitions of neighborhood diversity were realized, they still
would live in overwhelmingly majoritywhite neighborhoods.
2. Whites actually live in neighborhoods
with less racial diversity then they communicate they desire.
3. Whites often operate only in a white
network of friends, realtors and family
showing them white neighborhoods. (See
also https://belonging.berkeley.edu/rootsstructural-racism-2020)
I know this was the case for my
grandfather in his last days. In his
nursing home he was tenderly cared
for by Jamaican women who sweetly
called him Daniel. They engaged
in respectful, playful banter. It was

a remarkable thing to witness since
my grandfather was never known for
being playful in general or respectful to Black people. My grandfather’s
transformation was likely the result
of several forces, but I’m convinced
the most significant force was the

Psalm 8
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ability of a meaningful relationship to
undercut racist, classist, xenophobic,
and/or sexist stereotypes. Imagine
if middle class and white folks were
more open to the transformative
power of relationships with nonwhite,
immigrant, and/or impoverished
people before our dying days.
While working full time, and
raising her two girls, Marguerite also
began classes to become an L.P.N.
After 18 months Marguerite received
certification, found a new job and began earning $25.40/hour. Marguerite
was an L.P.N. for only 6 years. When
she left her job she was earning $30/
hour! Marguerite didn’t leave nursing. Nope, while raising children, and

while working, she was also
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going to college to become
an R.N. In early September Marguerite received word that she passed her
state boards and she is now a registered nurse making $53/hour!! In
her new position she will be working
40 hours a week. She will be
able to drop her children off
at school, pick them up, and
spend more time with them
now that she is not in school
or needing to work overtime.
She “looks back and say[s] that’s
what God was grooming [her] for.
[It’s] the best job [she] could ask
for,” since she will no longer
be doing the kind of physical labor her previous jobs
demanded- demands increasingly difficult to meet because of her “health condition”.
Just before Thanksgiving
2011 Marguerite came over
to the Purple House to share
her thanks with us. At the
time she was 7 months pregnant. She did not look very
good, so we urged her to go
see her doctor. Well, Marguerite was diagnosed with
Lupus. She had an emergency
C-Section to welcome my lil’
buddy (who is now as tall as
me) Lilly to the world. When
Marguerite remained in the
hospital for a couple of weeks
Lilly came home with Jackie
and me.
While living with Lupus
Marguerite has endured
pain, fatigue, the loss of her
hair and some of her teeth. There
are treatments to partly ameliorate
the symptoms of Lupus but there
is no cure. While living with Lupus Marguerite became convinced
there was something else going on
with her health but her doctors were
dismissive of her concerns. There is a
tendency among medical professionals to discount the severity of health
concerns for women. This is a lasting
legacy of the notion that women
are overly emotional, hysterical (sic)
even. (Imagine for a moment if men
who expressed anger had their concerns minimized because they were
thought to be “testerical”.) This type

(Please see: God Dances, p6)

Affordable Housing is a HUMAN RIGHT
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Since the outbreak of the epidemic for utilities, with total average utilConnecticut by visiting Growing
ity bills (elec, heating, cable/internet) Together Connecticut.
we have greatly increased our assistance to families struggling to pay
of $463/month, or $5,556/annually.
We need your help so we can help
their rent and utilities.
The increase in utility costs from
our families keep their apartments,
We recently learned from our
pre-pandemic levels has effectively their lights on, and their kids warm
friends at the Hartford Community
increased housing costs by apthis winter. Donations can be sent
proximately $85/month.
Loan Fund that the State of CT has
to H.C.W. at 26 Clark St., Hartford
Support the struggle to build
the lowest vacancy rate of available
06120. Thank-you!W
more affordable housing all across
rental housing in the US at 2.1%,
and that the state needs 137,000 new
affordable units in order
to meet the demand from
very low-income, and
extremely cost-burdened
residents (those paying
50% or more of income
Equitable Revitalization: A Pressing Need and a Central Priority
toward housing costs).
Growing Together Connecticut is a movement to create growth, opportunity, and justice in housing and
Compounding the chalbeyond. Our goal is to build 300,000 new housing units and promote revitalization in cities over the course
lenge of our limited supply
of the next 10 years, all while creating tens of thousands of good-paying jobs and generating up to $12
of affordable housing stock
billion in tax revenue.
is the high cost of housing
in Connecticut. AccordConnecticut’s cities are the innovation, business, and culture centers of our state. But decades of
disinvestment and segregationist housing practices have undermined our cities’ growth and development
ing to the National Low
and constrained opportunity for urban residents. Too many families in our cities are trapped in cycles of
Income Housing Coalition,
poverty, unable to receive sufficient municipal support from a too-thin property tax base, and priced out of
in 2021 CT was the 10th
educational and economic opportunity. Connecticut’s unjust policies and history of disinvestment hold back
most expensive state for
hundreds of thousands of people, needlessly limiting our state’s potential.
housing in the US, with
an hourly wage of nearly
Together, we can improve life in all of Connecticut’s cities - and the state as a whole.
$28 needed to afford a
2BR rental unit. An influx
According to
The School + State Finance According to Data Haven, 27% of
Higher levels of blackof higher income NYC
high-earning CT households are
DataHaven, children
Project reports a $639
white segregation are
in neighborhoods that are
born in Connecticut’s
million funding gap
‘Covid-refugees’ has driven
associated with lower
predominantly white and
cities can expect to live
between predominantly
levels of bachelor’s
housing costs even higher
wealthy, as compared to only
6 fewer years than
degree attainment for
white school districts and
during the pandemic. In
children born in CT’s
10% in other large metropolitan
both Black and white
districts with at least 25%
March ‘20, median rent
wealthy towns.
students of color.
areas.
students.
in Hartford was $1,372/
Our Plan: A Statewide Urban Listening Tour Leading to Community-Led Policies
month; by March of
● Every City Matters: Growing Together CT is committed to a months-long tour that partners with
2022, median rent was
community leaders in every city in the state.
$1,680, an increase of 23%
● Deep Listening: We will center the perspectives and experiences of people who live with the reality of
over the two-year period.
segregation and disinvestment every day and will design policies that directly improve their lives.
Exacerbating the rapid
● Transformative Investment: We will not propose a half measure or pass the buck. We will propose a
increase in rents, CT’s utiltransformative investment that addresses the needs of our cities and their most-impacted communities.
ity costs have continued
to increase throughout the
Our Core Policy Areas
pandemic period. As of
● Create Wealth: promote homeownership, small business ownership, and broad-based economic growth.
July, 2022, electric rates
● Support Renters: support subsidized housing, remove harmful hazards, and housing opportunity.
in Hartford were approxi● Build Community: invest in community spaces, parks, playgrounds, and public transportation.
mately 25¢/kWh, with
Join us! You can help Connecticut grow towards justice. Contact us at growingtogetherct@gmail.com.
average electric bills of
$229/month, 40% higher
than the national average. Rates have
Support the Connecticut
increased approximately 32% since
Tenants Union.
2019. Combined with high costs
of heating bills and cable/internet,
There is power in a
based on 2021 data, CT ranked as the
2nd most expensive state in the US
union.

God Dances cont.
of dismissal is even greater for Black
women.
Marguerite was right, of course,
there was something more going
on. Marguerite persisted, the doctors relented, and she was diagnosed
with Cushing’s Syndrome. A mass
was found, and removed, from her
adrenal gland and she began to feel
better as she lost weight, was less
fatigued, and her blood pressure
returned to normal. Marguerite had
scarcely recovered from the surgery
when she was diagnosed with breast
cancer. She’s since had a mastectomy
and treatment. Her cancer is in full
remission. Lupus, Cushing’s, canceror “a health condition” as she put it
in our conversation.
Reflecting on what she has
achieved, she told me “that you have to
work hard to get what you want”. When
I asked her if hard work is enough,
she said “no, you have to be dedicated, you
have to be disciplined… you have to have
a foundation, you have to have support.
What I did I could not have done without a
network of people around me… if I were to
ignore that it wouldn’t be fair. I didn’t do it
all on my own. I did it with the help of other
people around me. It’s a collaborative effort

as to where I am right now.” Of course,
the same is true for everyone of us
though few will admit it. Good grief,
without a collaborative effort none of
us lives past our first day beyond the
womb!
Marguerite is an immigrant. She is
also a naturalized American citizen.
She came to the United States as a
child to be with her dying mom. She
stayed in the United States to have a
better life for herself and her girlsjust like the millions of immigrants
who are the parents and grandparents
of most of our readers… and just like
the millions of immigrants who have
come in the years since. From our
earliest days as an independent country our immigration policies have
been (misin)formed by racist and
classist notions of who was capable of
being a “true American”, and quotas
were established to deliberately, and
radically, limit immigrants who were
deemed to not be white.
The ranting of our former president about our being “invaded” by
“rapists” from “shithole”(sic) nations,
and the chanting of white supremacists in Virginia in 2017 (“very fine
people” according to our former
president) do not reflect a new turn
toward racist, classist xenophobia,
but a return to the language and
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discourse that dominated the
immigration debate in the
United States up through the 1960s.
Please read: White Borders: The History
of Race and Immigration in the United
States from Chinese Exclusion to the Border
Wall by Reece Jones.
In 1790 the Naturalization Act
limited citizenship to “free white
persons”- a clause that remained in
effect until 1952. In 1882 the Chinese
Exclusion Act banned all Chinese immigration. Also in 1882 the Immigration Act banned “the insane, the sick,
and those likely to become a public
charge (i.e. impoverished people)”
from coming to the U.S. The 1903
Anarchist Exclusion Act banned anarchists, polygamists, beggars, and
people with epilepsy. The “Gentleman’s Agreement” (not a law passed by
Congress but an agreement between
President Teddy Roosevelt and the
leader of Japan) stopped immigration
from Japan and Korea. The Immigration Act of 1917 added a literacy test
to enter the U.S. The Johnson-Reed
Immigration Act of 1924, which Hitler
admiringly wrote of in Mein Kampf,
banned Asian immigration and
implemented extraordinarily limited
quotas for admittance of persons
from countries beyond the Western
Hemisphere.
And what are we
to make of Governor’s
DeSantis and Abbott of
Florida and Texas sending
bus loads of newly arrived
immigrants and asylum
seekers to Chicago, New
York, the official residence
of the vice president in
Washington, and a chartered flight of Venezuelan asylum seekers from
Texas- paid for by Florida,
to Martha’s Vineyard? A
criminal investigation is
underway to see if kidnapping charges may be warranted since the asylum
seekers were enticed to
board the plane by lies.
It is most likely that
most of messieurs Abbott
and DeSantis’ ancestors
arrived on these shores as
immigrants; they seem-

ingly exempt themselves from the
Golden Rule. And the hypocritical
chutzpah of Abbott, and the United
States as whole- really, is remarkable
when we consider that Texas became
a part of the United States only
after Americans moved there when
it was still northern Mexico, initiated a secessionist war with Mexico,
and were briefly an “independent”
republic before becoming the state
of Texas. If that process sounds
familiar it is the exact process, condemned by the U.S., used by Russia
to claim regions of eastern Ukraine.
Maybe we should question whether
the Mexicans living there are immigrants or Mexican nationals living in
occupied territory…
Back to the Venezuelan asylum
seekers: THEY ARE NOT HERE
ILLEGALLY. An asylum seeker
is someone fleeing threats to their
safety due to political, religious, or
ethnic violence. When an asylum
seeker presents herself to a border
official and formally requests asylum,
they are in the U.S. legally until, and
unless, an immigration judge denies
their asylum claim. The Venezuelan
asylum seekers flown to Martha’s
Vineyard are fleeing poverty and persecution from the leftist government
of Nicholas Maduro. Given our nation’s horrific history of overthrowing Latin American governments
and concurrent support- including
funding, arming, and training- of
dictators and death squads (in Argentina, Chile, Nicaragua, Guatemala,
Haiti, El Salvador, Honduras to list
a few) the American responsibility
to welcome and protect these folks
is not merely political and legal, it is
moral.
It must be noted that people fleeing the most pervasive form of violence, poverty, are not legally defined
as asylum seekers. Economic refugee
is a descriptive term, not a legal category. This is wrong. Who among us
would not take our children wherever
we had to, regardless of legality, if
they were being harmed every day by
hunger? Again, the United States has
a moral responsibility here since our
foreign policy, especially so called
free-trade agreements, have undercut
thousands of family farms in Mexico
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and otherwise impoverished millions
of people in Latin America.
When I asked Marguerite what
the U.S. should do in response to the
immigration situation, she, not surprisingly, advocated that we welcome
them the way the Hartford Catholic
Worker welcomed her. “[That’s what
the government needs to do] fund home like
[the Hartford Catholic Worker], find caring
people, there’s so many abandoned buildings,
fix them and take people in.”
There are approximately 19 million abandoned buildings in the U.S.
There are about 40 million immigrants currently in the U.S., about 12
million are here “unauthorized”. We
have the room to welcome these folks
and more. Heck, given our declining birth rate we need immigrants to
keep our economy running, to work,
to farm, and even to fund Social
Security. Undocumented immigrants
pay $22 billion in taxes annually. According to Forbes Magazine from 2016
“America’s undocumented immigrants likely
pay more in taxes than Donald Trump”!
The question we need to be asking
ourselves: “do we have the heart to
welcome nonwhite immigrants like
we did when we welcomed tens of
millions of white ones?” You knowthe folks many of us called ‘nona’,
“pa-pa’, ‘maw maw’, or ‘pup’ and who
were, or raised, the “greatest generation”.

In his letter to the Romans Paul
urges us to “extend hospitality
to strangers” (Romans 12:13),
repeating a centuries old admonition found in Deuteronomy (10:19)
which commanded the faithful “to
love strangers”. In his letter to the
Hebrews Paul elaborates, urging us to
“not neglect to show hospitality to
strangers, for by doing that some
have entertained angels without
knowing it”. But just before writing this he asks the faithful to “Let
mutual love continue” (Hebrews
13:1-2).
In mutual relationships we assume there will be times when we
give, and we expect there will be
times that we receive. Through this
giving and receiving exists implicit
acknowledgement of our agency and
our dependence. Interdependence is
fundamental to our dignity and our
survival.
When we provide hospitality to
strangers with the spirit of mutuality,
we are entertaining angels because
by being welcomed as an unknown
other, the stranger has successfully
beckoned, and we have welcomed,
God to move through us. God
dances in that movement.
God has been beckoned; it is nigh
time we welcome. W

Notes, cont.

heavily mourned. The weight of this
8
week was only bearable because we
were able to lean on one another as well as
alumni are over confident while they visit.)
our many friends and supporters. A heavy
There was a time when the backyards of
burden to be sure, but as my mom likes to say,
the Green and Purple houses were part of
many hands make light work.
an alley that ran between Clark and Main,
Fall marks the beginning of our busiest
before fences went up, motorcycles would ride
season,
and kids have already begun asking
through it nightly. Some of the folks who lived
about
the
Christmas party (which is wild
there took to smashing bottles as a method of
considering as of this writing we’re still two
deterring those bikes. So there is some chance
weeks out from the Halloween party). We have
that the shards I deal with daily, are a relic of
to thank the congregations of Saint Ann’s in
that time decades ago. The southern property
Avon, Saint James in West Hartford and Saint
line is apparently marked with buried bottles,
Mary’s in Simsbury who have donated maswhich can also be excavated by time and
sive amounts of food to refill our pantry. Saint
dog to hazard us again. The smallest pieces
Therese and Saint Bernard came through with
of glass however, the ones most likely to be
their annual donations of linens which will
a sliver in a paw or to deflate a basketball,
keep families warm
are brought in
and comfortable in
on the bottoms
the coming winter
of peoples shoes;
months. Jim Conno mal intent or
way, Carole Conpoor judgment renolly, Marybeth
quired. The broken
Albrecht, Chris
glass is a product
Cotillo and the
of systems, history,
students of North
environmental racWest Catholic have
ism, and shirked
been bulwarks of
responsibility. It
the program, and
can feel inevitable
we are delighted to
in its ubiquity,
be welcoming back
yet the method of
UConn Husky
redressal is overSport students
whelmingly simple:
multiple times a
just pick it up.
week. We also need
This serves as
From
the
left:
Jamariah,
Passion,
and
Elisa
to thank Christ the
an apt metaphor
King of Wethersfor the daily labor
of the Catholic Worker. We set out to practice aunts who passed away. My aunts Jane Quinn field for ensuring every child in our program
as well as most of our extended community
the Works of Mercy, small scale work that has and Gen Hall passed away within a couple
had a new backpack filled with school supplies
days
of
each
other,
and
in
the
weeks
leading
to happen every day, to redress the symptoms
for the academic year. With so many hands
up
to
their
deaths,
our
massive
Irish
family
of historical and systemic violence. Will we
end hunger with food bags from the emergen- gathered around to support them. They were helping, we may just get all that glass yet… at
least until Raffy digs up a little more. W
cy pantry? No, but it’s one less person hungry each matriarchs in their own right, fixtures
in
our
family
who
will
be
sorely
missed
and
tonight. Will the two hours a day of program
shield a child from all the trauma of poverty?
Late Fragment
No, but it’s a safe harbor for a few hours. Does
a month of support on utility bills preclude
And did you get what
the possibilities of eviction or homelessness?
you wanted from this life, even so?
No, but it is another month with a roof. Will
I did.
I finally get all of the broken glass today?
And what did you want?
No, but it is one less shard in the yard. Our
To call myself beloved, to feel myself
inability to redress the entirety of a problem in
beloved on the earth.
no way absolves us from our duty to do what
-Raymond Carver
we can. It is those problems that seem most
insurmountable that we must work at daily.
My mom painted in calligraphy a quote
from the Talmud that seems apropos here:
“Do not be daunted by the enormity of the
world’s grief. Do justly, now. Love mercy, now.
Walk humbly now. You are not obligated to
complete the work, but neither are you free to
abandon it.” This is especially apropos for our
family since this teaching is commentary on a
passage from the book of the prophet Micah…
my brother’s namesake.
All that is not to say it doesn’t get old or
we don't get tired of it. There are days when we
have to depend on each other to cover those
gaps in our ability, when the weight becomes
too much. The past several weeks have been
rife with days such as these. Just this past
week, we said our final good-byes to two of my

Fr. Carl Kabat, James Forest, Tom Cornell: Prophets Now 9
Among the Cloud of Witnesses.
Therefore, since we are surrounded
by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us
also lay aside every weight and the sin
that clings so closely,[a] and let us run
with perseverance the race that is set
before us... Hebrews 12:1

Asked to describe the Catholic Worker movement, Cornell
once wrote it was a society, in tune
with the teachings of the Sermon on
the Mount and Catholic teachings
“that would have no place for economic
exploitation or war, for racial, gender
or religious discrimination, but would
be marked by a cooperative social order
without extremes of wealth and poverty and
a nonviolent approach to legitimate defense
and conflict resolution.” (excerpted from
the National Catholic Reporter)

The Rev. Carl Kabat, a tireless opponent of nuclear weapons whose decades of protests
included damaging nuclear
warheads, died Aug. 4 in San
Antonio. He was 88.
Rev. Kabat was repeatedly
jailed — spending a total of
James Forest was born to atheFr. Carl Kabat beating a sword into a plowshare.
nearly 20 years in jail since the
ist parents who were active members
enamored with Day and her mission.
1970s — but remained steadof the Communist Party in New
“She had me,” Cornell would tell
fast in his belief in civil disobedience
York City in 1941, he was baptized an
friends.
to bring attention to the threats from
Episcopalian at 10; later became CathoThat would be the beginning of a
nuclear arsenals.
lic, then was received into the Russian
seven-decade Catholic Worker associaEven as his health declined, he conOrthodox Church in 1988. As a teen he
tion and the beginning of a decades-long enlisted in the Navy, but the disastrous
tinued to resist violence with a defiant
friendship with Day. Cornell eventually
spirit and a touch of sly wit. He verbally
Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961 rattled his
became managing editor of The Cathodueled with judges in court — calling
conscience, and Forest sought to be
lic Worker from 1962 to 1964.
some “brother” instead of your honor
discharged as a conscientious objector.
Cornell organized what some believe Soon after, Dorothy Day asked him
— and sometimes broke into military
was the first public demonstration
bases dressed as a clown, an homage to
to become the managing editor of The
Saint Paul’s admonition in Corinthians against U.S. involvement in Vietnam in
Catholic Worker.
July 1963. It was a demonstration outside
to be valiant yet humble: “We are fools for
Through Day, Forest became
the apartment of the U.N. Observer
Christ.”
acquainted with Daniel Berrigan and
from Vietnam. At first just two people
“You have to put yourself where your
Thomas Merton, with whom he began
marched: Cornell and Christopher
words are,” Rev. Kabat said in a 2010
corresponding in 1962. Merton’s
Kearns. They walked up and down
interview. “Otherwise you’re just kind of like
famed “Letter to a Young Activist” is part
the sidewalk, holding a placard that
flapping your jaws.”
of a correspondence with Forest. In
said: «The Catholic Worker protests
While in Brazil from 1968 to 1973,
November 1964, Forest co-founded the
U.S. support of Diem tyranny.»
Rev. Kabat was introduced to liberation
Catholic Peace Fellowship “to organize
Cornell called around to many peace
theology and its emphasis on economic
Catholic opposition to the Vietnam War...
organizations in New York City, and
and social justice. A crystallizing
and to make known the fact that conscientious
invited people to join them. After nine
moment for Rev. Kabat came as he
objection to war was an option not only for those
contrasted the grinding poverty in parts days, 250 people showed up.
in pacifist churches but for Catholics as well.”
Cornell was part of the first group to
of Brazil with the huge money spent on
In 1968, Forest was arrested for
burn draft cards in 1965, for which he
arms by the richest nations.
breaking into government offices and
After returning to the U.S., he found eventually served six months in prison.
burning draft cards as part of the
That was just the beginning for Cor- “Milwaukee Fourteen,” and served a
a home among anti-nuclear demonstranell of years of counseling young men
tors, drawing personal inspiration from
year in prison.
Vatican statements against the arms race who tied Catholic nonviolence teachings
Forest used to recount a humorous
with personal conscience as the basis for moment when someone warned the
and nuclear war including Pope John
their moral objections to war. Cornell
XXIII’s 1963 encyclical “Pacem in Terfolk singer and peace activist Joan Baez
ris,”. (excerpted from the Washington Post) liked to say: “We don’t counsel conscientious
that Forest might be a C.I.A. agent.
objection, non-cooperation, resistance, interfer“Jim Forest is much too nice—and much too
ence with the Selective Service or anything else.
Tom Cornell, whose actions and
disorganized—to work for the C.I.A.,” Baez
We counsel young men.”
writings through more than six decades
responded.
“He embraced the logic of Gospel nonbrought Christian nonviolence to the
Forest did not consider himself a
forefront of Catholic life, died peacefully violence at a time when that was considered
peace activist. “The problem is that I’m
quasi-heretical,” said Robert Ellsberg,
Aug. He was 88.
not by nature an activist,” Forest wrote.
editor-in-chief of Orbis Books. “In the
Cornell valued a mix of traditional
“Perhaps there is something of Thomas Merton’s
spirit of the Catholic Worker … he embraced a monastic temperament in me.” Forest also
Catholicism with radical activism and
life of hospitality, voluntary poverty, care for the avoided religious labels, describing himdated his involvement with the moveearth, and peacemaking.” Ellsberg said that
ment to 1953. It was then he stumbled
self not as a Christian, but rather as one
Cornell lived “a modest, and yet deeply
across The Long Loneliness, Dorothy
“attempting to become a Christian.” (excerptDay’s autobiography. He quickly became consequential life.”
ed from America magazine).W
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Notes From De Porres House

Ammon Allen-Douçot

Raffy has made many friends in his first
year as the Green House Hound. The kids love
his acrobatic leaps, the teens laugh when he
occasionally plays all team defender on the
basketball court, and volunteers audibly gasp
when he catches a rebound. He also has a
friend in the small terrier that lives on Capen
Street, and has carved a trench along the fence
where he sprints back and forth playing with
his friend, Peppa. In doing so has revealed an
unending supply of broken glass. Near daily,
I pick up anywhere from three to seven shards
of broken glass from that strip (as well as elsewhere in the yard). Volunteers will occasionally
ask where these shards come from; are people
breaking glass nightly? (No, who would do
that.) Does Ammon toss beer bottles from the
third floor back porch when the Red Sox lose?
(There aren't enough bottles in the world this
season). Are we letting the kids run around
with glassware? (No, but sometimes our adult

(Please see: Notes, p8)

From the top left: Ammon, Raffy, and Otis

